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Introduction

1.1  This consultation was undertaken as a part of the Welsh Streets 
Neighbourhood Plan. The purpose of the consultation was to provide 
an opportunity for those businesses within the relocation area and 
those on the periphery of the relocation to have an input into the 
development plan for the area. Include LCC, and WDC residents 
association have been working together to over the last year to 
examine the best way to regenerate the area.

The Welsh streets are undergoing a Neighbourhood Renewal 
Assessment.  Some of the businesses fall within the proposed 
relocation area the other businesses included in the consultation are on 
the periphery of the relocation area.

1.2 The consultation process has been ongoing and included newsletters 
public meetings and surgeries.  This part of the consultation involved 
individually interviewing all businesses within the proposed relocation 
area and those on the periphery of the area with a view to identify in 
greater detail their specific needs and concerns about the proposed 
plan as well as the housing needs for those that lived on the premises 
in the relocation area. 

Methodology

.1 Businesses in the relocation area and those on the periphery of the 
proposed redevelopment area were anticipated to have differing 
needs and concerns. To ensure that an effective consultation took 
place they were treated separately.

2.2 A separate questionnaire was designed for each area i.e. relocation 
and periphery

2.3 The Relocation questionnaire also incorporated the housing needs of 
those that lived on the premises 

2.4 Questionnaires were designed to gain both quantitative and qualitative 
information by incorporating comments boxes under each question as 
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it was anticipated that individuals might want to qualify their answers or 
have difficulty in answering the questions within the limitations of the 
choices provided.

2.5 The questionnaires were undertaken on a one-to one basis between 
the owner of the business and the interviewer.    

2.6 Interviews took place on the premises of each business to ensure that 
there was no disruption to business and that the people being 
interviewed were in surrounding where they felt comfortable. 

2.7 Each shop was telephoned and visited continuously until contact with 
the owner was established.

2.8 The consultation was undertaken on foot as it enabled the consultant to    
gain knowledge of the area and also served the purpose of familiarising 
local residents/businesses with the presence of a consultant and the 
purpose of undertaking the consultation.  This was an effective method 
of  facilitating  the process of the consultation and allayed fears about 
its purpose.    

2.9 The questionnaires were presented to the Stakeholders group for the 
Welsh Streets area to allow them to make any amendments required 
and to agree the process

.10 Business owners consulted were told that they could make as many     
comments as they wished that their views would be included in the final 
report.  Those wishing to make further amendments once the interview 
was completed were given the opportunity to do so by telephone or 
email.

Evaluation Framework

3.1 The two parts of the consultation will be evaluated separately

32.  Part One - The relocation consultation will evaluate businesses 
owner’s needs and views about the following

 Awareness of the proposal
 Understanding of why the proposed changes are taking place
 Number of businesses in favour of the proposal
 Level of satisfaction with the consultation process
 Willingness to relocate business temporarily/permantly
 Preferred relocation option
 Positive/negative impacts on business
 Main worries about the proposed plan
 Suggestions on reducing worries about the proposed scheme
 Future plans – comments
 Ability to financially contribute to improvements to their business
 Ethnicity
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 Housing needs/separate questionnaire

3.3 The physical layout of the premises and private use/rental of rooms      
above the shop will be considered separately.

Part One 

4.1 Businesses in the relocation area

Tasty bites
Nasser Mohammed Saleh
138 High Park Street
Liverpool  
L8 3UQ
Time in business 5 months

South Street Garage
M. Nacmen
125-127 South Street
Liverpool
L8 3TN
30 years in business and father before him.

Nina Edge Artist/room rental
Nina Edge
40 Kelvin Grove
Liverpool
L8 3UE
19 years in business 5 in current premises

Flicks Hair Salon
Carol Rigby
124 High Park Street
Liverpool
L8 3OQ
7 years in business

Princes Fish Bar
C. Theopanous
168 High Park Street
Liverpool
L8 3UQ
37 years in business
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Adam’s News
Calal M. Saleh
172 High Park Street
Liverpool
L8 3UQ
10 years in business

Tony’s
Nasr Altairy
150 High Park Street
Liverpool 
L8 3UQ
20 years in business

 Awareness of the proposals for the Welsh Streets Area

.1 Bar chart showing the amount of businesses aware of the proposals
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.2 The bar chart indicates that 6 out of 7 businesses were aware of the 
proposals.  However for a greater understanding of their views it is 
necessary to read their comments and consider them individually. 

.3 Comments about awareness of the proposal.

Adam News 

 Don’t want people to move from the area.

Flicks Hair Salon

 Only heard through word of mouth of customers
 Felt quite annoyed its my business my livelihood
 No formal letters have been sent to me
 Not able to go to meetings
 Didn’t know there was a business representative or what that is
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Nina Edge 

 Was unaware of proposals until March 25th of this year
 Had 2 newsletters and 1 letter from CHROME
 CHROME called when I was at work left 1 card but didn’t follow 

standard survey practise; 3 calls 1 x am 1x pm 1x eve,
 1 Scottish building surveyor contacted them but was at work when they 

called.
 On viewing the proposal have tried to make my response to Include 

WDC but have found them unwilling to record or respond to my 
concerns

Tasty bite 

 Was not aware of the proposals when I first came here
Local people told me

South Street Garage 

 Brian a neighbour told me
 Had heard rumours
 Only became aware three months ago
 Heard they proposed to modernise 
 Heard about rebuilding
 Attended 1 meeting at Mount Carmel

Understanding of why proposed changes are taking place

7.1  Bar chart showing the level of understanding about the proposed 
changes.
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7.2 The bar chart indicates that 4 out of the seven businesses are not 
aware of why the changes are taking place. 3 businesses are aware of 
purpose of  the changes are taking place

.3 Comments about the level of understanding about why the changes 
are taking place

Adams News
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 We want modernising, services but not at the cost of losing the 
business

Flicks Hair Salon

 Don’t want it to come down

Tony’s 

 it is clear to me

Princes Fish Bar

 Doing up the neighbourhood
 People are terrified
 Want to stay here until I am ready

Tasty Bite

 Nobody explained it to me

South Street Garage 

 If not aware heard by word of mouth
 Feels like it is already decided
 About the capital of culture

Nina Edge 

 Understand to some extent but feel there are more important 
candidates for NRA in the city

 Welsh Streets are a cohesive community with young to retired people 
who polish their steps and a pride in their streets

 Issues of greatest concern to residents are not tied to housing as the 
2002 CHROME survey demonstrates, although now that offers of 
money have been made by RSL’s some residents are tempted to give 
up and move on.
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Indication of those in favour of the proposals

8.1  The Bar chart showing those businesses in favour of the proposal
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8.2 The Bar chart indicates that 6 out of the 7 businesses in the relocation 
area are not in favour of the proposals. I business is unsure.

.3 Comments about the proposals

Adam’s News 

 Costs need considering
 Businesses need considering
 Have spent a lot of money
 Have been building a foundation for my life
 Previous building project here affected my life
 Before we borrowed, beginning to fix the building up properly

South Street Garage 

 Haven’t heard anything so do not know

Tasty bite 

 I am renting the equipment only some of the equipment   belongs to me
 Would be in favour if there was some money to help me move 

elsewhere

Princes Fish Bar 

 Why should we have to move
 It’s my property; want to retire when ready not when somebody tells me
 When will they buy my business wanted to sell my business

Tony’s 

 it depends on the circumstances
 Don’t look like they are going to take it down
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Flicks Hair Salon 

 I own this business
 Own it with no mortgage
 Are they going to buy it will I have to rent somewhere

Nina Edge 

 Some houses in streets  behind Kelvin Grove are clearly worn out they 
could be cleared for new build or gardens but many are sound and fit 
and should be retained

 Houses on Kelvin Grove do not need much spending on them as the 
surveyors who have viewed them have stated.  There is significant 
demand for these houses; therefore there should be no need to 
relocate.  Removal of Kelvin grove represents a waste of resources.

 I have asked Joanne Mathews (LCC) if the stock survey is a public 
document on 9.7.04 but have had no reply.

 Need a map showing what property is  good (i.e. the stock survey 
condition survey) and refurbish sound stock

 The community in the area look after each other’s interest and this 
needs to be recognized, valued and retained

 The architects have attempted to justify the demolition of the even N0.s 
of Kelvin Grove saying they want the new build to look out on the 
opposite side of Kelvin Grove not onto the backs of houses.  - -The 
design needs  to take into account of what is already on site and of 
value first.  Design solutions for the outlook of the new build are not 
difficult, particularly since handsome rows of mature London plane 
Platanus hispanica) trees run to the rear of Kelvin grove on Wynnstay 
and Voelas Streets.

 It appears that the architects have not walked the area and looked at 
 Existing valuable assets for retention this is not best practice.

 The mature London plane (Platanus hispanica) trees can not be 
replaced and are ignored as an asset despite being enjoyed and 
valued by resident in the wider area i.e. Devonshire Road

 My income depends on business specific to this location; relocation 
would likely destroy my income.

 It takes time for neighbours to develop trust and support for relocation 
destroys local cohesion
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 The building materials and processes used in the construction of Kelvin 
Grove are irreplaceable

 Kelvin Grove is listed as in L.C.C. conservation area and plans to 
demolish it should be resisted

 There has been local, national and international dismay at the 
proposed demolition

 Kelvin Grove contributes to the world heritage site status ( as do the 
surrounding Welsh Streets)

 There has been considerable investment in the building already. 
Existing investors need to be valued and retained since they bring 
spending and employment into the area and wider city

 The proposal ignores the increased land values, which make 
refurbishment cost effective/profitable.  The vale of the resulting 
property now exceeds the sum needed to refurbish

 Many residents are unaware of the current value of their home and are 
being offered poor advice and information on this issue

 There is a significant energy cost in new build, which is ignore in the 
proposal despite its main argument for new build being based on 
energy savings.  Engineers have disputed the energy saving claims 
made in the proposal stating there is negligible difference between 
well-insulated Victorian terraces and new build homes.

Satisfaction with the consultation that has taken place so far

.1 Bar Chart Showing the level of satisfaction with the consultation
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.2 The bar chart indicates that 6 businesses are not satisfied with the 
level of consultation so far.  I business is satisfied with the consultation.  
It is recommended that the comments below are read to form a greater 
understanding of why businesses are dissatisfied with the consultation.

.3 Comments about the level of satisfaction with the consultation.
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Adam’s News

 We don’t know exactly what is happening
 Difficult meeting times and at short notice

South Street Garage

 This is the first time anyone has come to speak to me
 Had no contact until now until I got the letter telling me you would be 

coming round

Princes Fish Bar

 Person asked other people questions about me
 Didn’t ask me asked staff
 Asked about people living upstairs
 Didn’t identify self
 Its insulting they didn’t ask me

Tasty Bite

 Nobody told me about the meetings
 Nobody told me
 Some woman came here but I wasn’t here (employee has very limited 

English and would not have understood)

Tony’s

 Happy about things
 10-15 years ago was told that 162-174 was going to be pulled down – 

sold it cheap
 The last place was a better situation/business not the accommodation
 Still have the letter telling me somewhere about the last demolition

Flicks Hair Salon

 This is the first time anyone has been to see me

Nina Edge

 The WDC office has in recent weeks not been open, so the 
consultation method prescribed by Include has become impossible to 
use.

 It has been reported that the advice/surgery sessions at WDC are no 
longer going to take place, yet residents have not been informed of this 
change in arrangements
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 No replacement method of communication has been offered hence we 
are now forced out of the process

 Many residents know nothing about Street representatives, which 
demonstrate the reps have not been able to represent the views of 
their street.  There is concern about the appropriateness of this form of 
consultation particularly when it has not been adequately supported by 
Include or any other agencies

 We are informed that any proposals will be based on the outcome of 
the Stock Condition Survey, and survey of residents views and 
aspirations, yet this proposal

 Shows a lack of experience in the field of consultation and the intent to 
manipulate information.

 Include have withheld information and made communication slow and 
arduous.

 Private owners of rented housing have not been contacted directly, 
which as the landowners and stakeholders is appropriate.

 Newsletters  are headed WDC; we don’t live in Windemere Dovedale or 
Camelot and have had no previous relationship with this organization 
which seems to be an ex- tenants group.

 When newsletters  arrived their relevance to us was not clear. Despite 
assurances from WDC it seems not all households received all 
newsletters  / letters from Chrome.  Given the amount of junk mail, 
which falls into letterboxes, Newsletters are inadequate forms of 
communication given the seriousness of the issue.

 At the visioning event 25.3.04 I was shocked by the plans – spoke to 
Irene Milson the chair of the Residents steering group, Gleesons 
developers, Alan Dean councilor and David Ward architect

 David Ward the architect expressed concerns but he was  the only 
person that was not dismissive.

 The others I spoke to at the visioning event presented the proposal as 
a fait acomplit

 Alan Dean Councilor was talking down the value of property in the 
area; neither appropriate nor accurate.

 2 newsletters and 4 public meetings do not make a public consultation.

 There were personnel at the March 25th meeting apparently taking 
feedback but nobody referred me to the recording process despite my 
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concerns. I discovered feedback was being collected at a later date – 
too late.

 No mailing address or e-mail contact was made available for 
responses, and to date it is unclear who is guiding the decision making 
process, or whether responses should be made to Include or LCC who 
appear inseparable.

 My feedback given by ‘phone and at the WDC office was not recorded 
properly.  Include staff could not evidence a system where all 
responses were recorded and fed upwardly through the organization, 
but stated they ‘selected’ feedback to incorporate in the development of 
an amended proposal.  This admission renders the process void.

 Include personnel wouldn’t make the proposal, or the chrome survey 
available on paper, whilst CDS personnel agreed to make it available 
via the WDC office, which they then failed to do. Such reluctance to 
divulge information implies there is  something to hide and wastes 
resident’s time.

 Although the proposal could be viewed at the WDC office 1 afternoon a 
week, viewing it is  difficult for working people. It is  not possible to 
thoroughly examine and absorb the proposal in this way.

 Lack formal feedback process make it impossible to know if comments 
have been incorporated into consideration of the plans

Information

 A stream of conflicting information and misinformation has been given 
to residents.

 During a visit to WDC office it transpired that Gleesons personnel, CDS 
personnel and Triangle Personnel were all unaware of the Chrome 
survey.

 Was told information was on the website but it was not active for a 
couple of months, and provided access to key documents too late.

 The consultation for most residents took place after the proposal was 
produced; evident by looking at the dates on which people and 
buildings were surveyed.

 A copy of the survey and proposal was provided by another source 
revealing Include to have manipulated information to support their 
favored option, which overlooks current residents and appears 
designed chiefly to maximize profits for the developers.
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 The casual way in which information was given out via newsletters has 
lead to considerable conflict amongst residents and lead to an 
embattled situation.

 Residents who were included state ‘we gave you information & you 
didn’t turn up’ whilst residents who were excluded state ‘we were at 
work and didn’t get information’, thus mistrust now exists.

 Failure to note feedback systematically and manipulation of feedback is 
evident.

 A resident writing in local paper ‘Toxteth Park News’ has  stated that 
‘the vast majority of the residents surveyed so far are in favour of the 
proposals’ This  raises two concerns 1 Was the writer party to survey 
results halfway through the survey which remains incomplete, and 2 
Has her assertion affected residents view of their ability to defend their 
community, business and homes.

Committee/Steering group

 Comments made by steering group to residents/businesses have 
included:

 We’ve done all the work –this is our proposal

 Chair said ‘you’ve come crawling out of the woodwork’ to a participant 
who was trying to contribute.

 There has  been aggression, intimidation and poor management at 
public meetings.

 Kelvin Grove and other streets had no street representative at the 
outset of the ‘consultation’ thus were not provided with representation 
or engaged in the process.

 Many don’t feel welcome or their views respected at meetings or in the 
process with Include although these views are shared by a large 
number of residents.  A culture of ‘in’ and ‘out’ exists.

 There has been intimidation of people involved after March 25th - it 
seems only praise is welcome.

 Too large a proportion of the committee live outside the relocation area

 Steering group members appear to know each other well but to have 
had difficulty engaging with critical opinion seeing it as directed at them 
and not the proposal.
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 Long-standing and new residents  don’t all agree with the proposals 
although majority agreement is being falsely assumed and reported.

 The steering group are in a difficult position and appear not to support 
the proposal but unable to affect or influence it.  This together with lack 
of accountability and structured feedback method makes the 
consultation process appear to have been merely lip service.

 Residents whose income is not threatened by the proposals initially 
understand relocation as an opportunity, but are dismayed when they 
are informed of the economic impact on their neighbors.

 We have been told by members of the steering group that they too 
want refurbishment but ‘we can’t afford it’.  When asked if she had 
seen budget information which supported the answer was no.  How 
have the steering group been steered into thinking certain options 
cannot be afforded when there are no confirmed funds, and before the 
stock condition survey reveals what refurbishment might cost?

 Broadly concerned that the steering group are manipulated by 
Gleesons and Include i.e. proposals have highly disputed information 
that is stated as ‘true’.

 Process excludes private landlords who have been wrongly accused of 
being ‘a problem’ in the proposal [in fact the RSL’s have been at least 
an equal problem]

 Those that did buy from CDS/LCC/ RSLs are linked by existing 
systems i.e. residents committees but other private owners / tenants 
particularly those newer to the area have been effectively excluded

 Residents not linked to WDC have been excluded from the process.

 Disagreeing with proposals places people in a difficult position socially.  
It needs better management.

 Clare Griffiths of Include asked me to be the Street rep for Kelvin 
Grove, but when I asked her the role involved, and how Street reps. 
represent their street, she did not know.  When asked how it is ensured 
that street reps represent the street and not just themselves – C.G. 
stated that she did not know. It was pointed out that she should know, 
since the reps are participating in a public consultation for her 
organisation.  I was referred to Irene Milsom chair of the steering 
group, but needed to return to work and so left without this important 
information.

Street representatives
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 Steering group member list has retrospectively ‘grown‘since residents 
have queried representation, we can only assume the input of 
additional names on the new list will be evident in steering group 
minutes.

 Due to existing commitments Kelvin Grove have had difficulty 
volunteering a street rep, but suggested several people share the role, 
updating each other to maintain continuity.  The idea of a revolving rep 
was rejected despite our proposed system not involving more work for 
anyone. We have since found a street rep. But remain concerned 
communication with Include is been very much on their terms – not 
partnership relationship

 Since the steering group is not representative of the demolition zone, 
and due to the conflict that this created it was suggested to Include 
staff that the current Steering Group be thanked for their work, and a 
new committee made up of people who were to be directly affected by 
the proposal to be created.  This was instantly dismissed by CG of 
Include who stated that Alan dean would never allow it.  This response 
causes concern.

 That CG of Include feels she can speak for Alan Dean.

 That Alan Dean or Claire Griffith of Include would have that much 
power in the process or organisation.

 Shouldn’t thought ideas and contributions at least be reported upwardly 
before rejection?

 It is not in the interests of any party for the process to be so badly 
flawed 

South Street planned entrance way

 Dangerous junction already, traffic flow plan is painfully negligent

 Traffic hazard likely to increase as Park View Nursery (who have not 
been consulted) is planning to expand

 The view that South St is a ‘rat run’ and the ‘garages are a liability’ is 
not common, nor a majority view as the proposal suggests.  Many 
residents find South Street a useful route, and the garages a useful 
service.

Courtyards

 Could have gated play areas in them, as car parks and bin yards they 
raise issues of ‘insider robbing’ (already a problem inside the alley-
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gates) difficulty for the bin-men gaining access.  The view to the rear of 
the property would be poor – a car park is not the most desirable view.

 The parking process outlined by architects is flawed it creates hazards, 
ground floor integral garages were

 Suggested as an alternative to really reduce car crime

General

 Lack of business awareness is evident in the plan for a collection of 
shops altogether.  Not only does this pose a traffic issue it neglects that 
the corner shops sell essentially the same goods to a couple of blocks, 
enabling quick access on foot for young and old.  If placed al together 
inevitably the elderly or infirm will not be able to reach the shops and 
some shops will be forced to cease trading.

 Meetings are announced late, with little time to plan attendance, thus 
working people are disadvantaged.  Apparently a vision event is 
planned for August 7th although this has not been announced.  
Objections that August is a bad time for a public event due to the 
holiday season have been over ruled, despite the fact that not even 
WDC hold an August meeting If a resident cannot attend a meeting 
there appears to be no way for their participation to take place.

 There are concerns about the ability of Includes leadership and 
personnel to deliver the committees vision in line with their won policy 
statements that the chair of the Include board has overseen a housing 
disaster in Liverpool‘s Boot Estate yet is considered to be an adequate 
leader of renewal in the Welsh Streets, and that junior staff appear to 
lack the ability to deliver the commendable vision of Include with regard 
to housing renewal.

 The desire to provide houses with gardens for those who desire them 
is great. However if other new build in the area is viewed it can be seen 
that the gardens are often tatty rubbish dumps adding nothing to the 
environment. If gardens are to be a reality in the area the culture of 
gardening needs to be informed and supported. Otherwise such use of 
land adds to the depressing visual reality of most post 1950’s building 
in L8.

Willingness to relocate business permantly or temporarily whilst it 
was being refurbished if there was an option to do so.

10.1 Bar chart showing willingness to relocate permantly/temporarily
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.2 The bar chart shows that 4 Businesses would not relocate either on a 
temporary or permanent basis. 1 business says it may dependant on 
the location. 2 Businesses would be willing to relocate on a temporary 
basis during relocation dependant on the conditions. It is 
recommended that one read the comments below to gain a fuller 
understanding of the reasons behind the decisions.

.3 Comments about relocating either temporarily or permantly.

Flick’s Hair Salon

 No I would not relocate because I do not know how it would affect me 
financially

Princes Fish Bar

 Yes I would reconsider if it was on High Park Street
 Shop does need modernising

South Street Garage

 No I would not relocate
 Temporarily would not work because of the equipment we have here
 We are a M.O.T. station
 I would have to relinquish my license and apply for a new one, I 

wouldn’t necessarily get a new license
 As an existing M.O.T. station my equipment here is accepted in its 

current state.  If I moved the law requires all new M.O.T. stations to 
have the new equipment.  Some of the equipment can be up to 
£8000-9000 per item.  Some equipment needs cementing into the 
ground so it would be difficult to do this temporarily. 

Tasty Bites

 I would relocate temporarily I rent here.
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Tony’s 

 Maybe I would
 I feel that I don’t have a choice

Adam’s

 I would not like to relocate
 It they built me a new shop with accommodation over the top on the 

land next to the shop I would 

Nina Edge

 No I would not relocate
 The type of refurbishment needed would not require vacating the 

premises

Preferred options on relocating

11.1  Bar chart showing preferred options for relocation
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11.2 The Bar Chart indicates that 4 of the businesses would not relocate    
and three of the businesses would relocate within the Welsh Street 
area near to other businesses

11.3 Businesses were initially presented with four options for relocation only 
three of the businesses felt able to make a choice of the presented 
options.

.4 Comments about preferred choices for relocation

Princes Fish Bar
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 Would relocate if I had to within the Welsh Street
 Would only accept a place on High Park Street

Tasty Bites

 Would relocate to an area within the Welsh Streets

Tony’s

 Would relocate to an area within the Welsh Streets

Flicks Hair Salon

 Do not want to relocate I want to stay here
 Would consider other options if I was the owner
 Wouldn’t consider shared ownership I own this property
 Would need somewhere close to my present location
 Don’t want any disruptions to my business
 Want to stay the way we are.

South Street Garage

 Would not relocate
 If we move to an industrial estate chances are that existing M.O.T. 

garages will be there
 My location is important to business as we repair taxi and private hire 

cars from Liverpool so if we move out of the area I will lose trade 

Adam’s News

 Would not relocate

Nina Edge

 Would not relocate – this exact location attracts lodgers who come for 
the close proximity to town, park corner shop, bus stop, taxi rank, 
motorway access and cultural mix of this site

 Further the exact nature of the building form a basis of the art earnings.  
I need my basement, tall ceilings, large windows, wide doorways and 
South facing patio, and like my lodgers I need all of the above regards 
transport and local amenities.

 I chose to live in and maintain old buildings, I have concerns about the 
durability and safety of new build materials

 Many or my international visitors (lodger) have a specific desire to stay 
in a big old house and be in this area which is rich in musicians actors 
and creative workers.
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 It is essential that my home is my workplace as many of my working 
hours are when my son is asleep.

Perceived negative and positive impacts on businesses due to 
relocation

12.1 Bar Chart showing those that think there will be positive or negative 
impacts on their business relocating
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12.2 The bar chart indicates that 4 businesses believe relocation will have a 
negative impact on their business.  2 businesses are unsure about the 
impact, meaning it could have an effect either way.  I business believes 
it could have a positive effect.

.3 Comments about the positive and negative impacts on businesses.

Princes Fish Bar

 If it was an easy agreeable move then a better shop would mean more 
business

 Clean new development would be good and a positive impact
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Tasty bites

 Unsure it could impacts both ways

Tony’s

 Unsure businesses bring businesses
 When I see the first stage begin then I will be able to think about it

Flicks Hair Salon

 It would have a negative impact 
 People know where I am here
 There is no competition where I am now
 Happy here
 Spent a lot of money doing it up

South Street Garage

 Would not relocate
 If we move to an industrial estate chances are that existing M.O.T. 

garages will be there
 My location is important to business as we repair taxi and private hire 

cars from Liverpool so if we move out of the area I will lose trade 
 Above points are the same for question 6 -  section 11.4

Adam’s News

 It would be a negative impact
 Putting all the businesses together – if we sell the same things it will 

have a negative impact on our business
 A lot of customers are local and come to my shop because they can’t 

walk that far.
 My trade also comes from Princess Road and Princess Gate
 I am part of the community here
 I have spent all my money here in this shop and community
 I have a good relationship here with the community here
 I have never had any problems here

Nina Edge

 Disastrous impact. This location has excellent transport links to the 
motorway and city center.

 Size and number of the rooms is necessary.
 South facing aspect to rear is  necessary for some of my work involves 

plant sculptures.
 It has ample natural light to work on artwork and photography.
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 Close to the park hence rapidly increasing in value and will continue to 
do so.  This site is a wise investment and will not be given up to a 
developer who also sees its value.

 I have colleagues and associates in the neighbouring streets  and use 
facilities in the district.

 The presence of the trees makes  it an attractive location for my 
business clients and is an environmental asset for my family.

 I am close to clients and projects.
 Horrified that I have had to spend so time and money responding to 

Include’s efforts.  The impact on the business and life in general has 
been very negative.

 There are losses incurred in any relocation, but at this point as a 
cultural worker in this city I cannot afford to cease trading pack up and 
move.  

 Having contributed to the attraction of City of Culture status I intend to 
capitalize on my investment in this and other initiatives.  Relocation is 
not a viable option.

Main worries about proposed plan

.1 Main worries of businesses about the proposed plan. Main worries are 
outlined individually for each as it was l business. 

South Street Garage

 Loss of existing trade 
 Worries dependant on the compensation it costs a lot to move and it 

cost a lot to set up again because of the specialist equipment needed
 This is an established business – it would take years to re-establish
 May lose my customers from the Welsh Streets
 How long would it take to re-build
 Worried about compulsory purchase
 Too old to start again
 Been here for 30 years
 Spent a lot of time worrying about what will happen
 Can’t afford rent it would be over £200 a week for the size of the 

property I have now.

Flick Hair Salon

 Will I have a business
 There could be competition from other hairdressers
 Disruption of business and loss of customers
 The information I get is second hand customers and people telling me

Tony’s
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 I have no main worries yet because I’ve been there before
 The houses in the previous relocation area are still standing
 I worry where we will go and what the conditions will be like
 Would want to know if my business will be disrupted and what it will be 

like, the conditions where we go.

Tasty Bite

 Its bad because I’ve just opened this business

Princes Fish Bar

 I know this area everybody know me
 What about the conditions on a new place 
 Would there be a peppercorn rent
 Would we pay the cost of refurbishment
 The cost would be high due to the cooking equipment

Adam’s News 

 There would be too much competition
 Here is my life
 My children go to school here
 We live and work in the area

Nina Edge

 Local residents favoured selective demolition intending for unfit 
housing to be removed. They have instead been presented with a 
proposal, which merely selects the most valuable piece of land on the 
site and demolishes everything on it including valuable heritage, 
community and green assets.

 As a regeneration activity this lacks understanding about the nature 
and importance of trade in generating wealth when the funding is gone.

 Not an appropriate use of public resources, when the current market 
will see property refurbished with private money (as has already 
happened around Sefton Park) if the RSLs can be persuaded to sell it.

 The proposal is not informed by best practice and does not refer to 
central gvmt directives regards heritage regeneration (see The Historic 
Environment: a force for our future & The Power of Place both DCMS)

 The plan neglects those who have already invested in the area.

 The plan neglects those small investors who have consistently tried to 
buy abandoned and neglected property off the RSLs who have blighted 
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the area.  Since private investors are willing to refurbish the houses 
what argument is there to waste public finance pulling it down?

 My letting business has attracted people from all over the world into an 
area, which has been neglected and will continue to do so if left alone.

 Feel that a CPO threatens the property and we wouldn’t be able to stop 
it, or that resisting will be a continued drain on resources.  Some 
people have been CPO’d before & feel their views have no 
countenance.

 The proposals have caused havoc, ill health, and loss of earnings.  The 
situation has  consumed resources and created insecurity where there 
was a happy family.

 Was lined up for business  to boom and was ready to buy next door 
which is currently neglected by LHT

 The proposal claims Private landlords are a problem, without 
mentioning the problems, which the RSLs have brought into the area.

 The lettings business feeds the art business and vice- versa, this is a 
small creative business and intelligent use of a building which adds to 
the regeneration

 The location of this business is already attracting similar workers and 
investors and adding the stability of the area.

 I already provided incomes by hiring freelance workers – the threat to 
my business threatens others.

 The area has been blighted with talk of a ‘grand plan’ for years. This 
has contributed to LHT’s neglect of the house adjoining mine.  
Currently LHT have failed to repair their guttering resulting in damage 
to my property.  NRA status would enable LHT to continue creating this 
damage indefinitely. I resent paying local and national taxes to fund this 
folly.

 There is already heritage tourism in the area both to Joseph Paxton’s 
Princes Park and Ringo Starr’s  house in Madryn Street.  It is not too 
difficult to envisage an architectural trail from the city center, along 
Princess Ave to the park, which encompasses selected refurbished 
workers cottages in the Welsh Streets.  The Welsh workers who built 
large areas  of Liverpool once lived there and worshipped in the largest 
Welsh Congregational Church in the world (currently falling down on 
Princes Ave) Liverpool may not be quick to see the value of the sites 
involved but visitors from all over the world do.
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 The proposal fails to recognize the significant structural (and fitness) 
difference between Kelvin Grove and the smaller Welsh Streets 
houses.

 Demand for the mid scale town houses available in Kelvin Grove is 
significant, either from people who work from home of live in extended 
families.  They are in short supply and no more will be built.  They are 
part of the future as well as part of the past.

 Even small local new build projects have attracted ‘protection’ activity 
and gun threats to workers.  Wholesale demolition is  more prone this 
kind of problem where refurbishment and demolition of selected un-
sound property is less prone to this severely anti-social behaviour. 

 The approach developed by Gleesons / Triangle may have been 
appropriate in Hulme, where a sixties estate was replaced with new 
build.  It is not appropriate in this  instance, and the lack of awareness 
of the potential of this site, in this city [Capital of Culture / World 
Heritage Site / Conservation Area].

 The current proposal suggests a lack of commitment to the quality of 
the built environment, the green environment, heritage assets, 
communities and taxpayers.

 Some residents are feeling bullied into selling or leaving their homes.
 Consultation is  worthless without participation in the decision making 

process.

 Liverpool is already littered with mismanaged projects of this ilk.

 Many of Liverpool’s key assets  were subject to similarly insensitive 
‘development ‘proposals which local people were left to resist.  Even 
the Pier head was retained as a public area by a pocket of local 
resistance. It is reasonable to ask the city to apply more care to its 
heritage and apply less pressure to its citizens.


Identification of steps to be taken to ally worries of businesses about 
the relocation plan

14.1 Steps to be taken to address main worries these again are outlined 
separately for each business. 

 Nina Edge

 Include communicating more openly and quickly and to respect and 
incorporating the views offered.

 Clear lines of accountability to be provided, along with access to senior 
power players in the organizations involved.
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 Include delivering as per their PR and visioning as delivered in their 
‘Powering up the Neighborhood’ conference. [Papers include gems 
such as  ‘Everything deserves a second chance – recycle!!!’].  Currently 
their practice is way out of synch with their policy.

 Include / LCC to increase their knowledge base and points of reference 
and to disseminate new findings to residents.

 Need to see how concerns are recognized and solutions formed.

 Need input from highly experienced architects, regeneration personnel 
and business people to see how our current assets can be retained 
and utilized.

 Culture of Include and council is  very old school / public funded‘they 
are not business people and overlooking income generators.

 Mixed use high density cities as endorsed by Sir Richard Rodgers  have 
an eye to the future; this proposal does not even seem to refer to 
current / future housing needs, especially regarding an aging 
population.

 The delivery of informed design leadership at a strategic level across 
the city.

 Clear separation and definition of the roles of Include and LCC 
Neighborhood units needs to be achieved.  Currently it is  as if two 
departments of essentially the same organisation are conspiring 
against the interests of local people using the public purse to displace 
and destroy.

 Residents need clear information, preferably in writing addressed, not 
as flyers.

 A new proposal needs to be drafted which is based on the findings of 
the Stock Condition Survey.

 Alternative regeneration companies to be involved.  To date Include 
have not demonstrated that they have the ability, experience or staff to 
deliver what they can describe.

 The desires of the Gleesons Developers to be viewed as part of the 
whole picture, not to be the guiding force in re generating the area.

 Pennington’s to supply residents with results of surveys, decision-
making and meetings.

 The Welsh Streets house an extremely diverse population in terms of 
race and culture.  The very real fears which residents have regarding 
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relocation to potentially less tolerant and diverse sites  need to be 
recognized and attended to.

 Despite the intent to depart from the old removals for which Liverpool 
Corporation was infamous this project is  very much of that old culture, 
the provision of a trading company [i.e. Include] may distance actions 
from LCC somewhat but the reality to residents is  currently just as 
abusive.  If the City really wants to develop a better model of practice 
then the Welsh Streets might be a good place to start with actions 
rather than words.

South Street Garage

 Leave it alone
 Temporarily won’t work
 Horrific the thought of moving
 Wrong time of life 46 and don’t want to retire
 All the equipment needs to be sunk in concrete for the M.O.T. not a 

simple procedure

Flicks Hair Salon

 Put down on paper exactly what is what
 What are they going to do for me
 Keep me informed in person with my partner here by appointment
 I’m in my fifties and don’t want the disruption
 I am worried that it will be knocked down and I will get nothing
 Customers will go when they knock down the properties
 Customers I have spoken old/young are not happy especially property 

owners.

Tony’s

 Nothing will reassure me
 Want to know when and where they will move me
 Can’t afford to move or get another property
 We live from the shop

Tasty Bites

 Let me have a nice new shop

Princes Fish bar

 Can I come back here
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 Can I stay here until retired
 When will the plan begin
 I’m 63 now, how long will it take
 How will we be paid
 How will the equipment be paid for
 How will we support ourselves during the development

Adam’s News

 If I could move to a site close by with the same customers and the 
same space for the shop and living

 Also would need compensation for lost business
 Would want to be a private owner as I own my own shop

Numbers of business that own their own properties with mortgages/
without mortgages/rent property

.1 Bar chart showing ownership/rental of property
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.2 The bar chart shows that 5 businesses own their property with no 
mortgage. I business is rented from a private landlord and 1 business 
is owned with a mortgage.  The majority of properties are owned.

Ethnicity

.1 Bar chart showing the proportion of businesses belonging to owners 
from BME (Black Minority Ethnic) groups
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.2 The bar chart indicates that 6 out of the seven businesses in the 
relocation area belong to owners from BME groups

Businesses that sub-let rooms within their premises

.1 Nina Edge is the only business that sublets within her business the 
subletting of rooms is a part of her business. 2-4 rooms may be let at 
dependant on demand.  Lodgers are from the arts/theatres/film industry 
or doctors from the School of Tropical Medicine

Physical makeup of premises

.1 Each business has been was asked to identify what rooms were 
available in their premises and what usage was allocated to each room

.2 Businesses

Nina Edge

Have Use
1.Office  rooms 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
2 Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
3 Outside 
storage rooms

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

4 Yard Yes/No Yes/No
5. Letting rooms 2-4
6. Basement 1 1
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South Street Garage

Have Use
1.Office  rooms 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
2 Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
3 Outside 
storage rooms

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

4 Yard Yes/No Yes/No
5 Store rooms 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6

Flicks Hair Salon

Have Use
1.Office  rooms 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 shop  rooms 1 2 3 4 5
2 knocked 
together

1 2 3 4 5

3 Outside 
storage rooms

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

4 Yard Yes/No Yes/No
5 Store rooms 1 2 34 5 6

2 together
1 2 3 4 5 6

Tony’s

Have Use
1.Office  rooms 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 shoprooms 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
3 Outside 
storage rooms

1 2 3 4 5
garage

1 2 3 4 5

4 Yard Yes/No Yes/No
5 store rooms 1 2 34 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Tasty Bite

Have Use
1.Office  rooms 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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3 Outside 
storage rooms

1 2 3 4 5
garage

1 2 3 4 5

4 Yard Yes/No Yes/No
5 store rooms 1 2 34 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Princes Fish Bar

Have Use
1.Office  rooms 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
3 Outside 
storage rooms

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

4 Yard Yes/No Yes/No
5 store rooms 1 2 34 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Adam’s News

Have Use
1.Office  rooms 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5
two rooms 
together 

1 2 3 4 5

3 Outside 
storage rooms

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

4 Yard Yes/No Yes/No
5 store rooms 1 2 34 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

18.3 The red colouring indicates the type and number of rooms in premises 
that are in use.

Interest in financially contributing to improvements to the business

19.1 Bar chart showing those businesses able to spend on improving their 
businesses
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19.2 The Bar chart shows that 3 businesses are able to invest in their 
properties. 3 Businesess are unable to invest further due to lack of 
resources. 1 business has invested alto of money and does not think 
that further investment is necessary

19.3 Comments on businesses ability to financially contribute to the 
improvement of their business 

Nina Edge

 Improvements are ongoing and expansion planned
 Permission to buy 42 Kelvin Grove has been sought
 Finance is in place for this
 The removal of the demolition threat to Kelvin Grove would represent 

the best possible development of my business
 The removal of the threat to the local shop (Adam Saleh) and the 

mature trees in Wynnstay and Voelas Streets would represent the best 
possible enhancement to my life

South Street Garage

 Have never had a grant from anyone done it all myself
 Have spent a lot of money over the years
 Doesn’t need anything doing to it

Flicks Hair Salon

 Already do I redecorate every two years
 Don’t need to at the moment
 Limited by resources available

Adam’s News

 Would if I had the money
 Have put every penny made back into the business

Tony’s
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 If I had the money I would

Tasty Bites

 Have just started the business
 Not my shop

Princes Fish Bar

 No because we haven’t got the money

Plans for the future/intention to invest or dispose of business in the next 
5 years

20.1 Comments on future plans of businesses

Tasty bites

 Don’t know what is happening 

Tony’s

 Will wait and see what is happening
 Carry on business here
 No changes

Adam’s News

 Would like to expand have a larger range of products
 Would invest dependant on what happens in the area

Flicks Hair Salon

 Carry on, plod on – don’t want no change
 Continually upgrading the property when finances are available
 Hairdressing is seasonal – Christmas busy School holiday slow
 All Staff are local provide jobs for local people

South Street Carriage

 Waiting to hear what happens then panic if it goes against us
 Own across the road 194-198 which would be obsolete if this goes 

against us
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Nina Edge

 Hoping to expand business into next door since more space is needed
 Commissions for local regional clients continue
 Immediate plans to produce new work for forthcoming Liverpool 

biennial
 Seeking international work
 All aspects of business set to expand with City of Culture
 Major commission due for exhibition in March 05
 Exterior has been painted and patio laid to rear
 New roof windows and railings would be best done as an overall 

refurbishment – if the NRA regeneration doesn’t take place I will 
continue work on the structure

 LHT/ insurance companies already contacted regards water damage to 
structure

 Investment and expansion are planned disposal is not
 Hoping grants will be made available to home owner to enable 

refurbishment.  Failing this private finance will be sought and the 
property will be refurbished to a high standard.

 Plans ongoing to invite private investors to refurbish Kelvin Grove with 
local developer

 The above comments here are made in good faith and intended to 
assist the development of the common good in regeneration of the 
Welsh Streets.  It is a detailed response to includes first real housing 
project to which a reply might be considered appropriate and helpful 

Princes Fish Bar

Carry on till I drop
I own this property
 I don’t pay rent 
I make the rules

Part two Consultations with businesses on the periphery of the 
proposed relocation area

.1 17 businesses were identified by Include as being on the periphery of 
the relocation area of the Welsh Streets and the interviewer in the 
process of carrying out the consultation identified a further 4 
businesses. At the time of writing this report one business is still to be 
interviewed, as they were not open during the period that data was 
collected. Their views will be included as an amendment to the main 
report.

.2 Periphery businesses were consulted about the following:

• Awareness of the proposals
• Whether they agreed with the proposed plan
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• Level of satisfaction with the consultation so far
• Whether they felt their views had been taken into consideration
• Asked if they lived in the premises
• Number and age of people living in property
• Number of bedrooms in accommodation
• Physical make-up of their shop premises
• Ethnicity of people living in property
• Ability to financially contribute to renovations to their property if the 

proposed plan goes ahead
• Future plan to invest or dispose of business in the next 5 years

Businesses on the periphery on the proposed development area

.1 Sofe G. Ford Star
Halima Pahman
110 North Hill Street
Liverpool 
L8 8AG

Molly’s
Mary I.Dixon
114 North Hill Street
Liverpool
L8

TSE Chip Shop
L. Tee
122 North Hill Street
Liverpool
L8

Salehs
S. S. Saleh
86-88 North Hill Street
Liverpool
L8 8AG

Sues Food and Wine
Abdul and Sue Alhanshali
100 North Hill Street
Liverpool
L8 8AG

North Hill Meats
Mr. Griffiths
116 North Hill Street
Liverpool 
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L8 8AG

North Hill Fruits
Mr. Griffiths
118 North Hill Street
Liverpool
L8 8AG

TR Motors
Terry Riley
172 South Street
Liverpool 
L8 3TN

Newtons Engineering and Steel Fabricator Ltd
J. Newton
122 South Street
Liverpool
L8 3TN

Mohammed General Stores
Arif Qassim
114 High Park Street
Liverpool
L8 3UQ

ROS Auto’s
Ronnie O’Sullivan
53 High Park St
Liverpool
L8 3UF

The Empress Public House
Linda Kelly
93 High Park Street
Liverpool
L8 3UF

Tsangs Take Away
William Tsang
79 High Park Street
Liverpool
L8 3UF

High Park Street Off License
Otto Job
91 High Park Street
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Liverpool
L8 2UJ

Our House Café
Martin McCoy
105 Admiral Street
Liverpool
L8 3XB

Zanes News
Zane Abdo
103 Admiral Street
Liverpool
L8 8BW

Allerton Furniture Centre
Mr. V. Brownell
59 Admiral Street
Liverpool
L8 8BN

Admiral Carpets
J. Brownell Colin Mannix
61 Admiral Street
Liverpool
L8 8BN

The Queens Arms
Paula Foley
100 Admiral Street
Liverpool
L8 4QN

Stanley Bet
107 Admiral Street
Liverpool
L8

Awareness of proposals
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.1 Bar chart showing those businesses on the periphery that are aware of 
the proposals
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.2 The Bar chart indicates that 18 businesses are now aware of the 
proposals. 1 Business is not aware but unable to comment as they can 
not speak for the head office and were unable to provide a contact 
number for head office due to company policy (Stanley Bet).

.3 Comments from businesses about their awareness of the proposals
Not all businesses wished to comment.

The Queens Arms

 Heard because I was living on Teilo Street 

Zane’s New

 Hear by word of mouth

High Park Off-licence

 Haven’t been to the meetings

Tsang’s Take Away

 Been to every meeting
 Still a lot of uncertainty

The Empress Public House

 Only heard about if from customers
 Couldn’t attend meetings – no one to cover the bar/business
 I thought I would have had a letter

ROS Auto’s
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 Won’t really concern me

Newtons

 They have been talking about re-development for 25 years

TR Motors

 Heard about 4 weeks ago
 Was told it was nothing to do with me so never went to meetings

Sofe G. Ford Star

 No letters came here

Molly’s

 Got notification saying the areas had changed and it didn’t affect 
here

North Hill Meat / North Hill Fruits

 I am on the committee
 Been through it all before
 I was apprehensive
 18 months ago heard about it

Sues Food and Wine

 don’t really know what they propose to do nobody really knows
 This is my shop my bread  and butter

TSE Chip Shop

 No proper explanations

Amount of businesses that are in agreement with the proposed plan
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.1 Bar chart showing number agreeing with the proposed plan
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.2 The Bar chart indicates that 8 businesses are in favour of the proposed 
plan, subject to conditions being met. 1 business is not in favour of the 
plan. 9 Businesses don’t know whether they are in favour of the 
proposed plan. It is necessary to read the comments for a greater 
understanding of the reasoning behind the individual businesses 
positions.

.3 Comments on the levels of agreement about the proposed plan

Our House Café

 Don’t want to  move

Zanes News

 Nobody told me what is going on
 Conflicting information about what is going on
 No sure what it is – nothing confirmed

High Park Off-license 
 

 It depends on what they are going to do
 Are they going to give us the market price
 Have just re-mortgaged my property in the re-location area for 

£60.000
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The Empress Public House

 Don’t feel I know enough about it
 Agree generally for the area improvements
 Worried about how it will effect my business
 I have 4 years left on my lease so worried about what will happen 

as I have an option to renew

ROS Autos

 Have already been compulsory purchased once
 They didn’t give it much thought I get tied up and have to carry on
 I own this place its paid for.

Newton

 Don’t know how it will affect us
 Feel like I don’t have much say in the matter
 If it doesn’t affect us we are in agreement
 Have a good relationship with neighbours and customer

Sofe. G. Ford Star

 I don’t know

Sues Food and Wine

 Properties it is not clear
 Don’t want them to open a business/off-license in the relocation 

area and effect the business I have spent 20 years developing
 This is my livelihood
 I am worried that the shops they a putting on High Park Street might 

effect my business and I have been here 22 years and worked hard 
to build it up.

 Can’t let nothing happen to this shop
 Would I get first option on a shop in the relocation area
 Would I have to buy one
 High Park street residents are my customers
 I am settled here I have kids.

Saleh’s

 Nothing  has been finalised yet
 Some of the plans you hear about
 Not affecting me

North Hill Meats / North Hill Fruits
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 Agree in principal
 People do need decent housing

Molly’s

 Properties are bad – damp –built on marshland

TR Motors

 Agree as long as they don’t put refugees in back here
 The place has gone down
 Want to know about the gates at the top and bottom as they would 

have a serious effect on my business

Mohammed General Stores

 Agree but it’s the wrong time for me
 Been here since April 2003
 Took out a substantial loan on the property I owned to buy this 

place
 Its going to impact-when people no longer pay their bills here the 

convenience of coming here is an asset to my business

Tsang’s Take Away

 I agree but would like to know what is going to happen
 It has been going on for 10 years – place is not fit to live in

Allerton Furniture Centre

 Bring new business
 Positive thing
 Bring the area up

Admiral carpets

 It is better for the area
 Employ 24 staff here

The Queesns Arms

 Won’t really have an impact on us
 Possible positive impact
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Satisfaction with the level of consultation

.1 Bar chart showing the level of satisfaction with the consultation so far
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.2 The Bar chart shows that 10 businesses are not satisfied with the 
consultation processes so far. 4 businesses are satisfied and 4 
businesses state that they do not know if they are.  If businesses were 
unsure about what response to give they were allocated to the don’t 
know category. If businesses were unable to attend meetings they 
were allocated to the No category. It is necessary to read the 
comments below to have a fuller understanding of why people chose a 
particular category.

.3 Comments on the level of satisfaction about the consultation so far.

Sues Food and Wine

 Haven’t been going to meetings – awkward hours
 Don’t think they know what is happening

Griffiths

 I am happy
 People who don’t go to meetings are not aware
 Claire and Chris keep us up to date
 Don’t know what’s hidden

Allerton Furniture Centre

 We used to get leaflets
 Haven’t been to meetings
 Mrs lacey always tells me giving me leaflets
 Don’t know shop reps

Admiral Carpets

 Yes here as a business
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Mollys

  No don’t go to meetings the butcher passes on information to me
 Disabled so difficult to go
 Lost interest once they told us North Hill Street was excluded from 

demolition
 It was very exciting to begin with

High Park Off-licence

 They haven’t been to the building
 Will fit in if it works wait for private discussions

Newtons

 This is the first time we have had anybody talk to us
 All information has come second hand from neighbours so this has 

meant that we have had several different stories/local paper
 The letter informing me of this visit was the first true contact

Sofe. G. Ford Star

 Didn’t have time to go to meetings
 It would have been better if someone had come to talk to me about 

it

Saleh’s

  Don’t know been to a few meetings
 Its dragging lost interest nothing has happened

TSE Chip Shop

 No haven’t seen this newsletter before
 Don’t know how it will affect us
 There is an empty shop beside us that has been empty for over 10 

years
 Rubbish at the back of the shop
 Would like to know more about what is happening

Our House Café

 No This is the first time anyone has ever been to ask me
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Zanes News

No lack of it consultation
meetings are usually on Wednesday lottery night
no confidence in the process
don’t get straight answers
 haven’t met any reps

The Empress Public House

 No had a couple of circulars but not a lot of information
 this is the first time anybody has been in to see me

ROS Autos

 No could have been better, letter plan
 heard from people in the street word of mouth
 1 person came but didn’t know what was happening
 was working the chap who came left a telephone number but 

couldn’t get through

TR Motors

  No -heard it off other people word of mouth
 had nothing yet would have liked it

Mohammed General Stores

 nobody approached me left name and number at Mount Carmel 
and nobody has been in touch

Tsang’s Take Away

 don’t tell us anything 
 council say they don’t know

The Queens Arms

 had a newsletter and leaflet through the door
 heard through word of mouth
 wasn’t aware of Mount Carmel meetings, my husbands auntie runs 

it
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Views of businesses taken into consideration

.1 Bar chart showing those businesses that feel their views are taken into 
consideration

0
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yes
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25.2 The bar chart shows that 13 businesses do not feel that their views are 
taken into consideration. 5 Businesses do not know if their views are 
taken into consideration.   It is necessary to read the comments below 
for a fuller understanding of the reasons behind their choice of 
category, responses can quite often fit within either.

25.3 Comments on whether businesses feel that views are considered in the 
development of the proposals

Sues Food and Wine

 No but I think they want to listen to my views but there is to much 
going on

 I’m not the only person
 I’d go ballistic if they closed this or put another business like this 

close by –  I have no real competition
 Don’t always feel comfortable asking what will happen to my shop 

as there are lots of other people there and don’t want to appear a 
pest

 Always told we don’t know what is going  to happen

North Hill Meats / North Hill Fruits

 Have been here before -  Great Homer Street they knocked all the 
houses down

 No compensation
 Compulsory purchase
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Allerton furniture 
  No - Haven’t given them any views
 Don’t live around here

Admiral Carpets
 

 Yes here as a business

Mollys

 Don’t know – the butcher tells me but don’t think about it alot

High Park Off-license

 Waiting for 1-1 discussion

Newtons

 No we haven’t passed any yet

Saleh’s

  Don’t know so many twists and turns that it is hard to know
 Hard to know as they keep telling me different things
 Until I see the first house gone

Sofe G. Ford Star

   Don’t know need time to think
 won’t give my views first

TSE Chip Shop

 didn’t know about meetings
 would find it difficult to understand all the English spoken
 I speak quite a bit of English but not enough to understand all the 

words in the meetings

Our House Café

  No won’t go to Mount Carmel as I don’t like the people there

Zanes News

 No not at all
 Lack of clear literature explaining what is going on
 What right do I have or haven’t 
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 Other things to do – so much uncertainty
 Bit late in the process now –no one has been to my shop before

The Empress Public House

 No opportunity to have views heard as couldn’t go to the meetings

ROS Autos

 No - Haven’t had a chance to say 
 Would have to look into it

TR Motors

  No -Haven’t had a chance yet

Mohammed General Stores

 No –No consultation
 Nobody has approached me with various options
 Left me quite worried
 Don’t know where we stand

Tsang’s Take Away

 Just keep asking don’t mind one way or another

The Queens Arms

 No it was well up and running before I heard about it
 Once you know it doesn’t affect you it is hard to stay involved.

Number of individuals that live on their premises

.1 Bar chart showing number of businesses where the owner lives on 
premises
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26.2  The Bar chart indicated that 9 Business owners live on their premises

Number of people/gender living on premises ethnicity / bedrooms / 
physical makeup of shop

26.3  Breakdown of adults/age bedrooms/ rooms in shop/business/usage

The Queens Arms

 2 Female adults 34
 1 Male 40
 3 children Males 16 10 7 years old
 Ethnicity - White British

Number of bedrooms

Have Use
1. 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Type of room Have Use
Office 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
pub rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Outside Storage 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Mohammed General Stores

 2 Male adults 30 37
 1 Female adult 32
 Children Males 10  7
 Children females 8  4
 Ethnicity – Arabic

Number of bedrooms

Have Use
1. 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Type of room Have Use
Office 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Outside Storage 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
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The Empress Public House

 1 adult female 43
 Ethnicity – White British

Number of bedrooms

Have Use
1. 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Type of room Have Use
Office 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
pub rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Outside Storage 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
7 rooms on top floor not used

Tsangs Take Away

 Ethnicity - Chinese 

Type of room Have Use
Office 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Outside Storage
yard covered

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Zane’s News

  1Male 1 female ages unknown
 Ethnicity - Arabic/Yemeni/Irish

Number of bedrooms

Have Use
1. 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
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Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Outside Storage 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

TR Motors

 Ethnicity - White British

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Outside Storage
also own 174 South 
Street  next door

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

ROS Autos

 Ethnicity - White British

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Outside 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Our House Cafe

 Ethnicity - White British

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Outside 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

TSE Chip Shop

 1Male  49  1 female 49
 Children male 19  23
 Ethnicity – Chinese
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Number of bedrooms

Have Use
1. 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Cellar 1 1
Outside Storage roofed 
yard

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Sofe G. Ford Star

 1Male  45 1 female 40
 Children male 12 8 7 Female 17 15
 Ethnicity – Bangladeshi

Number of bedrooms

Have Use
1. 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Cellar 1 1
yard yes yes

Saleh’s

 1Male  74   1 female 49
 Children male 18 24 25 32 
 Ethnicity – Arabic

 Number of bedrooms

Have Use
1. 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Two houses joined together
Type of room Have Use
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Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Cellar 1 1
Office 1 1
yard yes yes

Newtons

 Ethnicity - White British

Type of room Have Use
Work shops 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Outside Storage 1 1
Office 1 1
Yard to park cars yes yes

High Park Off License

 1Male  age preferred not to say
 Ethnicity - White British

Number of bedrooms

Have Use
1. 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Cellar 1 1
Office 1 1
yard yes yes

Mollys

 1 female 72 1 female 29 1male 44
 Ethnicity - White & Black African

Number of bedrooms
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Have Use
1. 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Cellar 1 damp
yard

Admiral Carpets

 Ethnicity - White British

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Cellar 1
yard Yes yes

Allerton Furniture

 Ethnicity - White British

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Cellar 1
yard Yes yes

North Hill Meats

 Ethnicity - White British

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Cellar 1
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yard Yes yes

North Hill Fruit

 Ethnicity - White British

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
yard Yes yes
Flat with tenant above the shop

Sues Food and Wine

 Ethnicity – Arabic & White British

Type of room Have Use
Shop rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Store rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Cellar 1 1
yard Yes yes

Please not that the interviewer has not visually inspected the number of 
rooms/bedrooms available but has recorded them as supplied verbally 
by the businesses

Future Plans/investing or disposing of property in next five years/ability 
to financially contribute to the business

.1 Comments from Businesses

Sues Food and Wine

It’s a family business my son will take over
I have no plans to dispose of the shop
I have 3 children to support
I have made substantial improvement whilst I have been here
Have renovated the flat which also form part of the business, double glazed 

them

North Hill Meats / North Hill Fruit
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 It is hard to make plans when you are not sure what is happening
 Would improve business if I was able to –will there be grant money
 Shop has flats above it
 The government will do what they want to do

Allerton Furniture 

 Will carry on and  stay here
 Have already made a lot of improvements
 Would like a new shop front but it is the cost of it

Admiral Carpets

 We plan to stay here
 We have gone as far as we can regarding space
 We have set this shop up from nothing
 We have no money anymore
 We are one of the larger employees in the area
 We have concerns about the loss of business whilst building works are in 

progress
 We are also interested as a flooring contractor to be considered for any 

flooring works via the main contractor

Molly’s

 Hanging on now as long as health keeps up.
 No immediate plans to leave depends on health
 Would like to improve the business but don’t have the money

High Park Off Licence

 Depends on building
 Depends on grant
 Depends on money available
 Don’t have the money to improvements at the moment as I am trying to 

buy it.

Newton’s

 2 young sons who will hopefully continue with the business
 would like new premises but it would be difficult to find anything like we 

have now
 the future depends on my sons
 we are engine re-conditioners getting to be the only ones in Liverpool
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 Making a mews with gardens would have a serious impact on our 
business – we have large wagons making deliveries

 Major concerns about access and vehicle turning
 Disruption to business worried about whether people will come here when 

the redevelopment happens 
 How long will it take

Saleh’s

 We want to modernise and do it up
 We are not going anywhere it will stay a family business
 We would do more renovations if we had more money

Sofe G. Ford Star

 I don’t know as I don’t know the plans for the area
 If you gave an offer to move I would decide myself
 I have already spent  money decorating upstairs

TSE Chip Shop

 Don’t know yet
 Not sure about the future
 We don’t do much business so it would be difficult to spend more money 

on the business

Our House Café

 Plan to do the yard up
 Extend premises at the back
 Want to keep the business expand
 I have already spent quite a lot of money doing the property
 I would like to do this but would need to be subsidised

ROS Auto’s

 Will carry on it keeps you going
 No plans to get rid of business
 Would like to improve if I could
 Would have to borrow money to do it then would end up back with a 

mortgage

TR Motors

 Plan to sell up and get out of the  area
 My takings have gone down to a third of what they were due to the current 

people housed there
 Vandalism of kids
 I will dispose of the property
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 Not happy with the area
 Who will go back in the houses will effect my business

Zane’s News

 Want to develop the shop new front
 Want to refit inside but don’t want to until I know what is going to happen
 I want to invest and develop
 The guy who came to the shop said I would be entitled to a grant he 

looked outside and inside

Tsangs Take Away

 I plan to stay here would renovate the property but do not have the means 
to

 I am 50 15 years until I retire
 I want to know if there are grants if so when
 A mortgage with the bank is not possible as this is a redevelopment area
 Loans or grants interest free
 Need the business for a livelihood
 Need an improved business for improved income and will be less reliant 

on family credit
 My father didn’t get a grant
 We applied but were told they are all cancelled
 We would like to move back and live here but can’t because the building 

needs improvements
 We are worried about new competitors
 We have been told that the new shops will be across the road 
 One alternative we would exchange our shop for a new shop across the 

road.

The Empress Public

 Can’t expand possibly bar snacks
 No plans to dispose of pub but would have to see what happens with the 

redevelopment and whether it effects trade
 I am tied to a contract but had hoped to renew
 Pub responsible for the outside but haven’t done it yet
 Hope the environment leads to new customers
 If the Pub co. doesn’t invest any money in improving the outside would it 

be considered in the regeneration
 This pub is taken in as part of the Beatles Ringo Starr was born in this 

area will it still be accessible
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Mohammed General Stores

 Plans here are uncertain due to the proposed plans
 Have a ten year plan to improve the business
 Have already improved business here by 33%
 We need to be consulted –we would like to buy next door and expand but 

don’t know what the plans here are

The Queens Arms

 Plan to turn the pub attract more customers
 Would like a kitchen 
 Bought the lease for 20 years so not going anywhere
 Would like to improve the outside and repair the wall

Conclusions and Recommendations

Process of consultation

.1 All businesses that were identified by the Include partnership as 
being within the proposed relocation area and those businesses on 
the periphery of the area were interviewed.  Additional businesses 
that were identified by the consultant during the undertaking of the 
consultation were also included in the consultation and report. Each 
business was provided with a copy of the newsletter about the 
proposed plan that included the timetable for the different phases of 
the plan.
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.2 A questionnaire was completed for each individual business except 
Stanley Bet the employee was unable to complete the 
questionnaire due to company policy.  Every business was given 
the opportunity to make comments about the questions and their 
comments have been recorded verbatim. The consultant would 
like to point out that the accuracy, validity; spelling or 
grammatical correctness of the comments have not been 
amended but appear as stated by the business owner. 
Business owners were also given the opportunity to write their 
own comments and these comments have been recorded as 
written by the person writing them. The purpose of recording 
information in this manner was to ensure that business owners 
had the opportunity to express their views without the 
interviewer imposing their interpretation on their comments

.3   Some of the comments have been directed at individuals involved 
in or who work for the Include partnership.  It should also be noted 
that where a criticism has been directed at a named individual by a 
business owner, that the named individual has not had the 
opportunity to answer the stated criticism and therefore the 
accuracy of such comments is not known.   For this reason it is not 
recommended that the personal comments of businesses owners 
are made public.   Additionally businesses being interviewed were 
told that their comments were confidential and it would not be 
appropriate to place them in the public domain as not all businesses 
may wish to have their comments read.  Some businesses 
expressed a concern that they did not wish comments that were not 
in favour of the proposed plan to become public knowledge.

.4 In the interests of ensuring that an effective consultation took place, 
time limits were not set for the interviews.  This was essential for 
interviewing individuals that are unfamiliar with consultation/
regeneration processes ensuring that they had sufficient time to 
voice their views. As well as taking into consideration those who do 
not speak English as their first language.  The majority of 
questionnaires took an hour to complete, with one taking three 
hours.  All businesses were provided with the opportunity to make 
additional comments by telephone or email. One business did this 
substantially amending their answers to the questions they had 
provided during the interview with the consultant..

.5 The undertaking of the consultation exceeded the number of days 
commissioned by the client for the following reasons:

The difficulty in contacting business owners, not all business owners 
are at the shops everyday

 Business owners on holiday
 Infrequent and variable opening hours of businesses
 Discomfort and unfamiliarity with consultation processes
 Suspicion about the reasons behind the consultation
 English not spoken as a first language
 The identification of additional businesses by the consultant
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 Allowing businesses to make additional comments by email and 
telephone

 Business being conducted whilst the interviews were taking place
 Business owners not contacting the consultant to make 

arrangements for the interviews to take place, resulting in several 
follow up visits to the businesses. In some cases up to 4 visits.

.6 It is recommended that for future consultations that the person 
undertaking the consultation is provided with the names and 
contacts numbers of all the businesses prior to undertaking the 
consultation to enable them to make an initial telephone contact to 
set up an interview. 

.7 A longer timeframe is required to effectively consult with the 
businesses as owner availability and variability in opening hours 
can be limited.   Allaying fears of businesses about the consultation 
process and creating an environment to a enable individuals to 
voice their concerns.

Awareness and understanding of the proposed plans for The Welsh 
Streets redevelopment

.1 All of the business within the Welsh Streets relocation area and 
those on the periphery are aware of the proposed plans. Any 
businesses that were unaware of the proposals or about the nature 
and timetable of the proposed plan were provided with information 
by the consultant undertaking the consultation.

.2 Not all of the businesses within the relocation area are sure why the 
proposed plans are being put forth.

.3 Comments about the awareness of the proposed plans indicate that 
businesses would have preferred a more formal notification of the 
proposed plans and at an earlier stage of the development of the 
plans.  

.4 Businesses stated that the consultant was the first person that had 
contacted them about the proposed plans.

.5 There is a general feeling that the consultation has come after the 
plans were determined and there is very little point in attending 
meetings.  

.6 Comments from the businesses indicate that not everyone has 
received or read newsletters informing them about the proposed 
plans.  That knowledge of or attendance at public meetings has 
been limited. Businesses owners have not understood the purpose 
of the public meetings and the relevance to themselves.  Some 
have felt uncomfortable speaking up at public meetings 
embarrassed about asking about what will happen to their business 
when the plan will affect many people.  It has also been stated that 
there is uncertainty about whether the comments they have made 
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are recorded or taken into account when developing the plans. 
Some of the businesses owners both in the relocation area and on 
the periphery have insufficient spoken English to allow them to 
engage in dialogue at the meetings. Several businesses feel that 
they have no say in the decisions making processes, that it was 
already decided from the start.

.7 The lack of response to the previous methods of contact has meant 
that businesses owners are not actively engaged in the 
development process this leads them to rely on comments from 
customers or residents for their information.

.8 Although every attempt has been made to inform all individuals 
within the area of the proposed plans, the methods used have not 
been sufficient to meet the needs of the businesses.

.9 There are not a substantial amount of businesses within the 
relocation area or periphery areas therefore it is feasible to inform 
businesses in person or by letter of the proposals and future 
developments.

.10 A database could be established for the 7 businesses within the 
relocation area and a separate one for those businesses on the 
periphery. 

.11  Identification of businesses that operate from homes could be 
identified by incorporating a question into the residential 
questionnaire, asking if they operate a business from their home 
and would relocating effect the operation of their business.

.12 At this stage it is recommended that businesses are kept informed 
of all developments by letter, minutes of meetings summaries of 
progress.

Support for the proposals
30.1  6 of the 7 businesses that are within the relocation area do not 

support  the proposals for redevelopment. All those that do not support 
the  proposals own their premises, only one with a mortgage

30.2 Concerns are centred on the success of their business being 
   determined by its precise relocation. 
30.3   Lack of information and knowledge about the nature and 

conditions  regarding relocation have contributed to a lack of support 
for the  proposals

 . 
30.4 Businesses on the periphery of the relocation area have a mixed view 

of the proposed plans, 8 are in favour, 9 don’t know and 1 business is 
not in favour.

30.5 Periphery businesses major concerns were about how the proposals 
would impact on their businesses, especially those businesses that had 
extended their leases or taken out loans and mortgages on their 
properties recently.  

30.6 Some businesses felt that they had insufficient information about the 
proposals to make informed comments.

30.7 Some of the lack of support for the proposals is due to a lack of 
knowledge about the processes involved. The reliance on word of 
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mouth for information has resulted in disinformation being passed to 
businesses by well meaning people. It is necessary to engage the 
businesses in the earlier stages of the development in a more formal 
manner this may help to dispel some of the fears and confusion 
surrounding the proposed plans as they will be more actively 
contributing to the plan rather than being passive recipients of second 
hand information.

30.8 Through no fault of the Include partnership the creation of business 
representatives has resulted in businesses becoming excluded from 
the consultation process instead on being actively engaged in the 
process

The level of satisfaction with the consultation process so far

.1 The consultation indicates a high level of dissatisfaction with the 
 consultation process so far across businesses within the 
relocation  area and those on the periphery of the area.

.2 Many businesses stated again that this was the first time anyone had 
 been to see them. That they hadn’t been formally notified of the 
 proposed plans until they received a letter informing them of a 
 consultant coming to visit them to carry out this consultation. 
 Newsletters and public meetings have not been an effective way 
of  consulting with the businesses.

31.3 Businesses have found meeting times inconvenient, not always been 
informed about them taking place or have not been able to find anyone 
to cover the business for them in their absence.

.4 Business owners have not always felt comfortable voicing their views  at 
meetings, especially if they have a view contrary to the majority of 
 people attending the meetings. Negative comments about their 
 contribution have been made by members that have been active 
in the  process for a greater amount of time. The atmosphere at 
meetings is  not conducive to comments that could be perceived as 
critical of the  proposed plan.  This is not surprising as a lot of residents 
have  dedicated substantial amounts of time to contributing to the 
proposed  plans and their emphasis, perspective will obviously differ 
from the  businesses. Housing needs not necessarily being the same as 
 business needs

.5 Very few business owners know who their business representative is or 
have received information from them. Information has been passed on 
in an ad hoc manner. It should be noted that the representatives role is 
a voluntary role and therefore should be valued, these comments are 
not intended to criticise their contribution to the process but to find 
ways of building on and supporting their efforts.

.6 The Business representatives at the meetings do not have businesses in 
the relocation area therefore their areas of interest and concern may 
differ from those businesses in the relocation area.

.7  There are no formal feedback mechanisms in place to ensure that 
feedback from the meetings gets to those businesses that do not know 
their representative or are unable to attend meetings themselves.  
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.8 As the businesses form a small part of the overall plan within the 
relocation area it is difficult for them to meaningfully contribute to the 
development of the plan if their views are not in support of the 
proposed plan. 

.9 Now all businesses are aware of the proposed plans it may be helpful to 
set-up a separate meeting for the 7 businesses within the relocation 
area as well as a larger meeting that all businesses could attend. The 
needs of businesses in both areas are complex and can not be dealt 
with adequately at the larger public meetings. Meetings should be 
minuted and copies sent to all businesses.  If the business owner is 
unable to attend they need to ensure that a named representative 
attends in their place.

.10 The Stakeholders group should have representatives from the 
businesses in the relocation area as well as the periphery area.

.11 Businesses in the relocation area need to be aware of the meetings and 
the need for their contribution this would be best implemented by letter.

Relocation of businesses and positive and negative impacts in the 
relocation area

.1 Relocation and the positive and negative impacts on businesses is a
 complex issue again  and each business needs to be looked at 
I individually.

.2 A proportion of the businesses state that the location of their 
 businesses contributes significantly to its success.  That the 
business  could not be effectively moved without there being a huge 
detrimental  effect to their trading or would lead to them being unable 
to trade. 

.3 The nature of some of the businesses would not allow them to relocate 
 on a temporary basis, the complexity of the equipment required 
and the  fixing of the equipment in line with the specific regulations 
relating to  this equipment would incur prohibitive expense or be 
logistically  impossible.

.4 Those business owners that live on the premises do so for many 
 reasons, convenience, security, and financial reasons.  
Relocating  would have an impact on the business and their families.

.5 Businesses that sell the same products have concerns that their 
 business would suffer if they were placed alongside each other.  
  Currently their trade is dependant on street specific 
customers and  they do not impact on each other trade.  Placing these 
businesses  together would result in the businesses becoming non 
sustainable as  there would be insufficient trade to support more than one 
business of  its type.

.6 Businesses that do not have competitors that sell or offer the same 
 service would also suffer from a negative impact if they were 
placed  closer to other businesses that offer the same services.

.7 Careful consideration needs to be given to the effect on trade of the 
 relocation of these businesses either on a temporary or 
permanent  basis.
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.8 Some businesses will not survive relocation to the same location i.e. 
 Placed together.

.9 Some businesses state that they feel safe in their current location and 
 would be reluctant to move to a less secure location, an area 
where  they do not know their clientele.  This may have particular 
significance  for those businesses run by owners from BME groups as 
they settled  and accepted as a part of the local community..

.10 Overall businesses state a preference to stay in their current location or 
 to relocate within the Welsh Streets provided that it does not 
have a  negative impact on their business.

Views taken into consideration for businesses on the periphery

.1 Businesses on the periphery do not feel that their views are taken into 
 consideration or are not sure if they are.  It should be pointed 
out that  these businesses have not always attended meetings, voiced 
their  views at meetings or been aware of meetings dates.

.2 This issue may be addressed by holding separate meetings for 
 businesses.  Businesses have stated that they are 
uncomfortable  voicing their views at meetings.  Separate meetings for 
businesses will  enable them to have a safe environment in which to do 
this effectively.

.3 Corresponding by letter with short questionnaires may also offer these 
 businesses an opportunity to have their views taken into 
consideration.

Main Concerns about the proposed plans for businesses in the 
relocation area 

.1 As mentioned in section 33 concerns are specific to the individual 
 businesses; however there are some common themes/
concerns. They  are as follows:

 Compulsory purchase orders
 Compensation for lost earnings
 Businesses success being location specific and fear that they will not 

succeed if placed beside other businesses
 Logistical difficulties with relocating
 Housing and business needs
 Worries about having to take out mortgages or pay for repairs
 Loss of trade
 Disruption to trade
 Disruption to living arrangements
 Feelings that their needs will not be addressed by proposed plan
 Worries that the plan is already decided and their input is not needed 

or valued
 Competition from other businesses
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 Loss of customers from the Welsh Streets
 Worries about the security of their business if relocated to another area
 Personal safety if they move from current location
 Worries about how long the relocation will take as some people are 

nearing retirement age and had hoped to sell their businesses
 Fears that they are too old to start again and the business would not be 

easily relocated
 Stress about their future and in some cases their children
 Concerns about the amount of money they have put into their business 

and their ability to recoup this if compulsory purchased
 Concerns that it will not happen as they have been through the process 

before

34.2 It will be difficult at this stage to address all these issues but  some
 steps can be taken to ensure that the businesses are aware of 
 developments. Some businesses have stated that they do not feel they 
 have a say in the proceedings, therefore it is important that time and 
 additional resources are allocated to support them to participate in the 
 development of the proposals.
34.3   A business group established with regular meetings to stop 
 misinformation being given to businesses by word of mouth.  If 
 businesses have access to current information about the progress of 
 the proposed plans it may allay some of their fears surrounding them.  
 It is important to provide businesses with clear and current 
 information  about the possibilities open to them regarding their 
 businesses and relocation. 

34.4 Relocation businesses having representation on the stakeholders 
 group
34.6 Regular minutes/progress reports sent to all businesses in particular 
 those within the relocation area 
34.7 Dissemination of information about compensation

Main Concerns about the proposed plans for businesses on the 
periphery of the relocation area

.1 Concerns are specific to the individual businesses; however there are 
 some common themes/concerns. The proposed plans will have 
a  greater impact on those businesses in close proximity to the 
relocation  area for example those on High Park Street may face 
greater issues  such as loss of earning and disruption to their business 
than those on  North Hill Street.  The concerns are as follows:

 The fear that they will open a new business the same as mine within 
the Welsh Streets. I would need to buy one and get a mortgage

 What compensation will be available
 Will there be money for grants
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 Will they knock us down as well
 Disruption to my business
 Plans restricting access to my business on South Street
 Lack of contact from people managing project

Future plans

.1 All businesses within the relocation area have a commitment to 
 remaining in business; plans for further developments have 
been  placed on hold due to the uncertainty of the future.

.2 Most businesses on the periphery have no immediate plans to sell and 
 were investing in their businesses when finances permitted.  
Several  businesses stated that they had been told that there would be 
grants  available to improve their businesses.  Several businesses are 
waiting  to see what happens before they invest further

Final Observations/ Recommendations

.1 Substantial consultation has taken place so far and the Include 
partnership needs to build on this consultation by continuing to engage 
and encourage the participation of local businesses in the development 
and revision of future plans.

.2 .All businesses reported that were relieved that they had they 
opportunity to voice their concerns on a one to one basis. Based on the 
comments from the businesses it is now known that it would have been 
beneficial to do this at an earlier stage of developing the proposals.   
Failure to do so has resulted in misinformation being passed on by 
some local residents whom have failed to understand or misinterpreted 
the plan proposals. This has lead to resentment and unnecessary 
worry on the part of some business owners.  Contacting businesses on 
a one to one basis in the earlier stages may encourage greater 
participation and prevent this happening.

.3 Business owners that do attend meetings have stated that they do not 
know what is happening, that the plans keep changing or that things 
are happening very slowly.

.4 It is apparent that a lot of businesses are unfamiliar with the 
complexities of regeneration initiatives and unsure what role or say 
they can have in the process, that until they see the final proposals 
written on paper and presented to them that they will have difficulty in 
believing that the proposed plans will be carried out especially those 
businesses that have lived through undelivered initiatives before.

.5  Some businesses in the relocation area are worried that they will be 
compulsory order purchased and that they will have no say in the 
process even though they have been consulted. Therefore they do not 
take the consultation process seriously.

.6 The difficult  logistics of  relocating some businesses either temporarily 
or permanently needs to be considered in any plans
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.7 It would be useful to set up separate meetings for businesses within 
the relocation area as their needs are unlikely to be met at public 
meetings where the majority of those attending will be local residents.

.8 The businesses would benefit from having a greater understanding of 
the options available to them should they be required to relocate.

.9  Businesses within the relocation area need to know if they will be 
required to relocate or if options such as refurbishment are possible.  

.10 All businesses would benefit from meeting their representatives on the 
stakeholders group.  It may be necessary to hold two short information/
update sessions daytime or evenings to introduce the representatives.

.11 Representatives need to have a clear remit about their roles and 
responsibilities in representing and feeding back to the businesses.  

.12 The business group if established needs to be resourced with 
administrative support, it is unreasonable to expect volunteers or 
development workers to take or post out minutes of meetings.

.13 The Include partnership has put a lot of effort into engaging businesses 
in the development of the proposals. They can build on this work by 
further developing the lines of communication between themselves and 
the businesses; to do this effectively they need to have sufficient 
resources/ administrative support.
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